1998 civic distributor

We offer a full selection of genuine Honda Distributors, engineered specifically to restore
factory performance. Please narrow the Ignition Distributor results by selecting the vehicle.
About Honda Distributor Distributor plays an important role in the ignition system of an internal
combustion engine. The function of the distributor is to route high voltage form the ignition coil
to the cylinders in the correct firing order. The distributor unit is made of a metal bowl, and the
bowl contains a central shaft that is driven by the camshaft. So when you suffer from engine
misfire, or you fail to start your Honda, or you hear some noise from the engine, or the Check
Engine Light is on, it is the time to check and change your distributor. Do wait until it is too late.
A failing distributor does damage to your engine. Since you are the God to us, and we do care
about you and your Honda. We offer you the best service, including Honda genuine OEM
distributor, quick delivery and dedicate attitude. Featured Honda Distributor. Our Customers
Reviews. Award Winning Customer Service. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order:
Alternator Bearing. Cap and Rotor Kit. Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Computer Chip
Programmer. Computer Control Relay. Crank Position Sensor. Distributor Cap. Distributor Cap
Gasket. Distributor Cap and Rotor Kit. Distributor Gasket. Distributor Housing Seal. Distributor
Housing Seal Kit. Distributor O-Ring. Distributor Seal. Electronic Control Unit. Engine Oil
Pressure Sensor. Generator Drive End Bearing. Ignition Coil. Ignition Control Unit. Ignition
Distributor. Ignition Tune-Up Kit. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor. Knock Sensor. Reference
Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Wire Set. Starter
Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent
Valve. Variable Timing Solenoid. Voltage Regulator. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and
Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel
Injection. Tools and Hardware. Beck Arnley. CQ Intermotor. DIY Solutions. Standard Motor
Products. United Automotive. YEC Japan. Shop By Vehicle. API Distributor Rotor. Click to
Enlarge. Bosch Distributor Rotor. Bosch W Distributor Rotor. Product List Price:. Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Genuine
Distributor Rotor. Genuine W Distributor Rotor. Features: OE recommended replacement part
for your vehicles original factory component Offering the quality, reliability, and durability of OE
Manufactured to OE specification for fit, form, and function. MSD Distributor Rotor. Standard
Motor Products Distributor Rotor. Forecast Distributor Rotor. Facet Distributor Rotor. United
Automotive Distributor Rotor. Features: United Motor Products premium quality distributor
rotors are made of the highest quality premium materials to provide maximum performance and
longevity in the toughest conditions. Walker Distributor Rotor. CQ Intermotor Distributor Rotor.
Driveworks Distributor Rotor. Intermotor Distributor Rotor. Image is not vehicle specific. Beck
Arnley Distributor Rotor. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Honda Civic. Catalog: A. Catalog: H.
Vehicle Sub Model Honda Civic. Catalog: Q. Catalog: C. Vehicle Honda Civic. Catalog: B.
Catalog: T. Catalog: N. Just what I needed and arrived sooner than expected. Love this website
to buy all my car parts needs. The product I received was great. I also got it vary fast. I was very
pleased with how fast my part arrived it was also packaged very well i would refer any to this
website.. When the part was installed my car started right away. I think this is my third time to
order parts at your company and never have a problem. Skip to main content Menu. Close X.
Call To Order: Alternator Bearing. Cap and Rotor Kit. Clutch Starter Safety Switch. Computer
Chip Programmer. Computer Control Relay. Crank Position Sensor. Distributor Cap. Distributor
Cap Gasket. Distributor Cap and Rotor Kit. Distributor Gasket. Distributor Housing Seal.
Distributor Housing Seal Kit. Distributor O-Ring. Distributor Rotor. Distributor Seal. Electronic
Control Unit. Engine Oil Pressure Sensor. Generator Drive End Bearing. Ignition Coil. Ignition
Control Unit. Ignition Tune-Up Kit. Intake Manifold Temperature Sensor. Knock Sensor.
Reference Sensor. Spark Plug. Spark Plug Non-Fouler. Spark Plug Set. Spark Plug Wire Set.
Starter Solenoid. Vapor Canister Purge Solenoid. Vapor Canister Vent Solenoid. Vapor Canister
Vent Valve. Variable Timing Solenoid. Voltage Regulator. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals
and Fluids. Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery.
Fuel Injection. Tools and Hardware. A1 Cardone. Beck Arnley. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium.
WAI Global. Shop By Vehicle. Replacement Ignition Distributor. Click to Enlarge. Shipping
Options: Free Ground Shipping. API Ignition Distributor. Notes: Distributor -- Sedan; 4 Door; L4
1. SKP Ignition Distributor. Spectra Premium Ignition Distributor. Product List Price:. We offer
replacement distributor TD80 or the individual components housing, igniter, coil, cap, and rotor
separately as needed. Notes: The Honda dealer no longer offers a complete distributor for this
application. A1 Cardone Ignition Distributor. M performance. Core Price [? Shipping Options:
Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Notes: Remanufactured - The Honda dealer no longer offers a
complete distributor for this application. TPI Ignition Distributor. Beck Arnley Ignition
Distributor. Spectra Premium W Ignition Distributor. Automated test equipment verifies signal
strength, correct polarity of wire harness, air gap, crank reluctor tooth size, as well as ignition

coil and pickup performance. RPT uses the correct gear hardness for the appropria. Notes:
Sedan; 4 Door; L4 1. Replacement December 30th, Posted by Steve Henriquez. Richporter
Technology W August 6th, Posted by dave. March 13th, Posted by clariss. August 4th, Posted
by Ronald. Spectra Premium W Outstanding service from Parts geek. I'll be back! November 1st,
Posted by Harryarnold. September 25th, Posted by So far so good. Catalog: E. Vehicle Honda
Civic. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Honda Civic. Catalog: Q. Vehicle Body Engine Honda Civic.
Catalog: S. Catalog: B. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. For more information go to The
ignition systems in different vehicles are of various types. These systems are categorized into
three distinct classifications - the conventional breaker point ignition systems; the electronic
ignitions systems, and the distributorless ignition system. But no matter what type, the
automotive ignition system is designed to perform two basic roles. The first imperative role of
the ignition system is to manage the spark and timing of the spark plug firing to go with the
different engine requirements. Another function of the ignition system is to boost battery
voltage up to a phase where it can overcome the resistance that comes from the spark plug gap.
The distributor is considered as the controlling device in a point-type ignition system. It is
designed to do the job of switching the primary circuit on and off and disseminating the current
to the correct spark plug the moment a spark is needed. The distributor achieves this via the
cap and rotor. The rotor is the spinning component located inside the cap and is linked to the
coil. It spins past a chain of contacts, one contact per cylinder. As the tip of the rotor goes
through each contact, the coil will release a high-voltage pulse which arcs across the gap
between the rotor and the contact and through the spark plug wire to the spark plug on the
proper cylinder. When you conduct a tune-up in your Honda automobile, among the things that
you usually replace are the cap and the rotor or simply, the Honda distributor. No matter how
tough, Honda distributor will wear out in the long run and drop some of their electrical
insulation. In such case, there's no reason to worry. The automotive market has lots of auto-part
stores that carries replacement Honda distributor. These Honda distributors are designed to
match the specifications of your Honda vehicle. They are tuned to do the job of the stock Honda
distributor in your automobile. However, you have to remember that in buying auto parts, you
usually get what you pay for. So decide first how much you are willing to invest. Yes, there are
cheap Honda distributors, but you must be careful in purchasing them because they may be
made up of inferior quality materials. High-quality car parts like Honda distributor don't usually
come cheap; most are priced according to the materials used and the distributor's design. Older
Honda vehicles use a device called a distributor to power up the spark plugs. The common
symptoms of a damaged or old Honda distributor are engine performance issues, illuminated
check engine light, engine starting problems, increased emissions, and unusual noises. Honda
distributors are sold individually, in sets of two, or as an assembly. Always check for vehicle
compatibility and product fit when purchasing a Honda distributor replacement.
Remanufactured Honda distributors can match the performance and reliability of brand new
distributors. The ignition system of a modern Honda vehicle relies on coil packs to accumulate
and deliver the power needed by its spark plugs. Older Honda vehicles use another device
called a distributor. As the predecessor to the coil pack, the distributor performs the same
tasks. Here are the common symptoms of a damaged or failed Honda distributor:. The engine
relies on the distributor to ignite the air-fuel mixture at the right time for optimal combustion.
The engine can stall or misfire, and it may not generate enough horsepower to accelerate the
vehicle as quickly as needed. The check engine light warns the driver about any problems in the
engine. You will need to connect your vehicle to a code reader to verify that this warning light
has been set because of an error code related to a faulty distributor. A bad or failing Honda
distributor cannot deliver enough power to run the spark plugs at the required level. The weak
spark produced by underpowered spark plugs may not ignite the air-fuel mixture. This often
happens during a cold start when the mix requires a stronger spark to overcome the lower
temperature. The engine will still crank despite a malfunctioning distributor. However, it will not
fire up, so the car remains immobile. An old or broken distributor can charge up the spark plugs
at the wrong time. When this happens, the engine misfires. The Honda distributor stays in the
right place with the help of either bushings or bearings. These liners dampen the vibration
produced by the engine and the vehicle crossing uneven terrain. Like any other car part,
bushings and bearings can eventually wear out. The distributor can get loose and move around.
When the distributor hits other parts of the ignition system, it produces sounds that no properly
fastened component would make. Honda distributors are sold individually, in sets of 2, and as
an assembly. Find the most suitable replacement by checking the following parameters:.
Distributors are found on older Honda vehicle models. Newer vehicles have switched to other
ignition systems, such as ignition coils. A direct fit distributor goes right into the same space as
the stock part it replaces. Meanwhile, a universal fit distributor enjoys compatibility with

multiple vehicle models, but you may have to install it in a different location. Many Honda
distributors are newly built parts. Their main drawback is cost, especially if they are the latest
model with the newest features. Other distributors are remanufactured from older units that still
work. By replacing outdated or worn parts with new components, the distributor gets updated
to modern standards. Remanufactured distributors cost less and recycle old parts while
delivering similar levels of performance. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Honda Distributor. Refine by:. Distributor part.
Recommended Use. Product Fit. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Shop Honda Distributor.
Showing 1 - 15 of results. Display item:. Sort by:. Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee Fit. Core
Charge. Add to cart. TDU, With Coil no. Part Number: RH Part Number: A Page 1 of 9 Showing 1
- 15 of results. Honda Distributor Models. Honda Accord Distributor. Honda Civic Distributor.
Honda Civic del Sol Distributor. Honda CR-V Distributor. Honda CRX Distributor. Honda
Odyssey Distributor. Honda Passport Distributor. Honda Prelude Distributor. Honda Wagovan
Distributor. Honda Distributor Customer Reviews. Jan 19, Fit perfectly. Alejandro Gonzalez.
Purchased on Jan 19, Replacement Distributor. Dec 14, Although the original shipment was sent
1989 chevy nova
2004 jeep wrangler alternator
ford transit wiring diagram download
to another state due to the web site error of address, the company was able to turn around and
resend to my correct address!! Thank for your help!!! Purchased on Nov 30, Nov 06, It good
services and quality parts. Rickey Rojas. Purchased on Oct 20, Honda Distributor Guides.
Honda Distributor Buyer's Guide. Symptoms of a Bad or Failing Honda Distributor. Helpful
Automotive Resources. The purpose of the primary circuit is to allow low. A Short Course on
Ignition Systems The voltage that is available to the spark plug is somewhere between 20, volts
and 50, volts or better. The job of the ignition system is to produce that high voltage from a 12
volt source and get it to each cylinder in a specific order, at exactly the right. What is a
Distributor? Voltage is sent from the ignition coil to the distributor cap via a spark plug wire.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

